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Abstract
Acceleration data structures (ADSs) exploit spatial coherence by distributing a scene’s geometric primitives into spatial groups,
effectively reducing the cost of ray tracing queries. The most effective ADSs are hierarchical, adaptive tree structures such as
BSPs, BIHs and (S)BVHs. The de facto standard cost metric for building these structures is the Surface Area Heuristic (SAH),
which assumes a scene-exterior isotropic ray distribution of non-terminating rays. Despite its restrictive assumptions, the SAH
remains competitive against many fundamentally different cost metrics targeting more common ray distributions. Our goal is
not to radically change and replace the SAH, but to adapt it by introducing the concept of local ray termination in the context
of voxel partitioning during the ADS construction and voxel traversal order during ADS traversal. We develop heuristics to
approximate local ray termination efficiently without additional preprocessing or ray (sub)sampling. Our heuristics are used
for approximating the visibility probabilities in the Ray Termination Surface Area Heuristic (RTSAH) for constructing BSPs,
BIHs and (S)BVHs for accelerating closest-hit ray queries and for approximating the hit probabilities in the Shadow Ray
Distribution Heuristic (SRDH) for constructing dedicated BVHs for accelerating any-hit ray queries. The main aim of our
paper is to analyse the potential of including local ray termination into the SAH. The results indicate rendering performance
close to the references (SAH and NodeSATO) on average due to small and/or compensating gains in the number of ray-triangle
intersection tests and ADS node traversal steps. Furthermore, prerendering build times are higher for the RTSAH due to triangle
clipping.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—
Graphics data structures and data types I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Raytracing

1. Introduction

Ray tracing-based renderers trace rays through a virtual 3D scene,
which need to be intersected with this scene’s geometry to resolve
visibility and which are used in shading calculations. Acceleration
data structures (ADSs) such as BSPs, BIHs and (S)BVHs aim to
reduce the cost of these ray tracing queries. The de facto standard
cost metric for building these hierarchical, adaptive tree structures
is the Surface Area Heuristic (SAH) [GS87, MB90].

We extend and generalize the SAH by taking the occlusion by
the geometry contained in the voxel to partition into account, revis-
ing the SAH’s restrictive assumption of infinitely long rays, irre-
spective of any intersections with intervening geometry that might
terminate rays in an actual ray tracing algorithm. We approximate
this local ray termination using various heuristics without requir-
ing additional preprocessing or ray (sub)sampling, and use these
approximations for evaluating:

• The Ray Termination Surface Area Heuristic (RTSAH) [IH11,
MBD15] for constructing BSPs, BIHs and (S)BVHs for acceler-
ating closest-hit ray queries;

• The Shadow Ray Distribution Heuristic (SRDH) [FLF12] for
constructing BVHs for accelerating any-hit ray queries.

Our work provides a complete and exhaustive, theoretical and
practical study of the inclusion of local ray termination in the SAH
(in multiple dimensions: multiple types of ADSs, multiple types
of ray queries, multiple approximation types, multiple approxima-
tions, etc.), which we believe is useful in isolation, in relation to the
SAH and in related domains like collision detection.

2. Related Work

ADS types. The number of ray-geometric primitive (e.g., triangle)
intersection tests, which is a crucial factor in the general perfor-
mance of a ray tracing algorithm [App68, Whi80, Kaj86], can be
kept within certain theoretical bounds by using appropriate ADSs.
These (often hierarchical) structures exploit spatial coherence by
distributing the scene’s geometric primitives into spatial groups. If
such a group is outside the range of a given ray, the geometric prim-
itives contained in that group can be pruned (i.e. do not need to be
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tested for intersection). Such ADSs can be subdivided into three
categories:

1. Spatial partitioning schemes (recursively) subdivide a given
space into spatially disjoint groups. This makes an efficient ray
traversal possible at the expense of referencing geometric prim-
itives multiple times.

2. Object partitioning schemes (recursively) subdivide a given set
of geometric primitives into disjoint groups which tightly com-
prise their geometric primitives. Geometric primitives are refer-
enced just once at the expense of a less efficient ray traversal in
case of spatially overlapping groups.

3. Hybrid partitioning schemes combine both spatial and object
partitioning schemes.

The most effective (i.e. largest reduction in intersection tests) ADSs
are hierarchical, adaptive tree structures of which the leaf nodes
reference the geometric primitives and the internal nodes contain
spatial information (e.g., splitting plane position, bounding box) to
cull the associated part of the scene. Generally, all these trees can
be n-ary. In the remaining part of this paper, we will mainly focus
on binary trees (due to the involved build heuristics) for 3D scenes
where the bounding volumes associated with each node are axis-
aligned bounding boxes (AABBs). For an extensive overview of
ADSs, see Wald et al. [WMG∗09].

Binary Space Partitions (BSPs) [BF79, Kap85, IWP08] and
Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs) [RW80] are the archetypi-
cal spatial and object partitioning scheme, respectively. Spatial Kd-
trees (SKds) [OMR87, HHS06] a.k.a. Bounded Kd-trees (B-Kds)
[WMS06] a.k.a. Bounding Interval Hierarchies (BIHs) [WK06] are
similar to BVHs but only one out of six (instead of all six) planes of
the child’s bounding boxes, referred to as voxels, is tight. Child vox-
els are therefore characterized by their own splitting plane. BIHs
trade-off the efficient spatial traversal of BSPs for the fixed and
known in advance memory footprint of BVHs. Spatial Split Bound-
ing Volume Hierarchies (SBVHs) [SFD09] allow spatial splits and
thus the possibility of geometric primitives straddling the splitting
plane in the BVH construction. Both BVH and BSP candidate par-
titions are considered. The BSP candidate partitions are made tight
but constrained by the splitting plane to ensure a fair compari-
son with the same cost metric against BVH candidate partitions.
Trees considering only such BSP candidate partitions are called
GK-BVHs [PGDS09].

ADS build. The Surface Area Heuristic (SAH) is the de facto stan-
dard for generating qualitative tree ADSs. It is originally introduced
for BVHs [GS87] and BSPs/kd-trees (axis-aligned BSPs a.k.a. rec-
tilinear BSPs) [MB90] and is trivially extensible to other structures
such as BIHs [HHS06, WMS06] and SBVHs [SFD09]. The trees
are constructed top-down by greedily minimizing the cost of can-
didate partitions until some termination criterion is met. Each can-
didate child voxel is assigned a cost equal to the product of the cost
of processing this child voxel and the probability of actually having
to process this child voxel. In order to compute these probabilities
for each candidate child voxel, the SAH assumes a scene-exterior
isotropic ray distribution of infinitely long rays, irrespective of any
intersections with intervening geometric primitives that might ter-
minate rays in an actual ray tracing algorithm.
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Figure 1: (a) Global ray termination considers all the geometry
contained in the scene’s voxel, VS. (b) The RTSAH includes local
ray termination which only considers the geometry contained in
the voxel, VP, to partition. (c) The SAH does not include ray termi-
nation.

Several improvements have been made to the construction of
BSPs with the SAH such as an efficient automatic termination cri-
terion and clipping algorithm [HB02], favouring empty space cut-
offs [HKRS02, WH06], and mail-boxing [HM08]. Furthermore,
new build heuristics, targeting more common ray distributions, are
introduced to obtain a more accurate cost model since the assump-
tions of the SAH do not hold well in practice: The Scene-Interior
Ray Origins Heuristic (SIROH) [FFD09] assumes ray origins to be
uniformly distributed inside the scene’s volume. Havran and Bit-
tner [HB99] consider the ray distribution for a single fixed ray ori-
gin or direction without taking the presence of geometry into ac-
count. Various blocking factors include local ray termination (i.e.
considering only the scene’s geometry inside the voxel to parti-
tion) [Hav00,RKJ96,MBD15,Mou15]. The Voxel Visibility Heuris-
tic [CCI12] considers the non-uniform ray distribution, indepen-
dent of the camera, by implicitly approximating global ray ter-
mination (i.e. considering all the scene’s geometry) in a prepro-
cess before constructing the ADS. The Ray Distribution Heuristics
(RDHs) [BH09] subsample the actual ray distribution before build-
ing the ADS. Assuming significant frame-to-frame coherence, Vin-
kler et al. [VHS12] modify the SAH for BVHs by differentiating
between potentially visible and invisible geometric primitives. Aila
et al. [AKL13] introduce additional quality metrics to the SAH and
use these to compare various (S)BVH build algorithms in the con-
text of both scalar and SIMD execution of the ray tracing.

The difference between global, local and no ray termination
is illustrated in Figure 1 in terms of the scene’s geometry in-
volved for partitioning a voxel. During the ADS construction, all
the scene’s geometry inside the voxel to partition is readily avail-
able. Querying the exterior geometry efficiently via the ADS itself
is not guaranteed to be possible since the ADS is only partially con-
structed. Therefore, one must rely on an additional preconstructed
ADS [CCI12] (e.g., ADS of earlier frame(s) [BH09]). Other build
heuristics relying on scene’s geometry outside the voxel to partition
such as SIROH [FFD09] and the Voxel Volume Heuristic [WGS04]
for constructing kd-tree photon maps, avoid sampling this geome-
try by coarse approximations involving volumes instead of surface
areas.

The construction and/or (partial) updating of the ADSs is usu-
ally done during a prerendering phase. All the aforementioned build
heuristics use a greedy divide-and-conquer approach. When these
local heuristics are extended to global heuristics which consider
all possible candidate partitions at all levels of the tree simultane-
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ously, the problem of building the optimal tree becomes NP-hard.
For BSPs constructed with the SAH, only splitting planes at the
boundaries of the geometric primitives need to be considered due
to the monotonically increasing/decreasing cost function between
these planes. For BVHs, one typically partitions based on the ge-
ometric primitives’ centroids [Wal07]. Wald and Havran [WH06]
introduced a robust sweeping plane algorithm for doing this in
O(|GS| log |GS|) time for kd-trees, with |GS| the total number of ge-
ometric primitives to partition. This full sweeping plane approach
is not applicable to general build heuristics and SBVHs. An al-
ternative is a (parallel) binned algorithm [HKRS02, HMS06, PG-
pSS06,WH06,SSK07,SFD09] which optionally switches to the full
sweeping plane approach or its candidate partitions, based on the
number of geometric primitives to partition. Here, the latter dif-
ferentiates between a full sweeping plane approach and a (adap-
tive) binned approach considering the candidate partitions of a full
sweeping plane approach.

Several improvements are introduced for constructing BVHs:
Early Split Clipping (ESC) [EG07] and Edge Volume Heuristic
(EVH) [DK08] split the AABBs and geometric primitives, respec-
tively, on a per-primitive basis in an additional preprocess. Ganes-
tam and Doggett [GD16] rely on the SAH to decide on the splitting
of geometric primitives in an additional preprocess (as opposed to
splitting during the ADS construction itself [SFD09]). Stochastic
search methods [NT03] and bottom-up clustering [WBKP08] are
used for constructing BVHs. After construction, Kensler [Ken08]
further reduces the total SAH cost via local adjustments (tree rota-
tions). Bittner et al. [BHH13] remove expensive nodes and reinsert
their child nodes.

ADS traversal. For closest-hit ray queries (e.g., camera, indirect),
the closest intersection point with the scene’s geometry needs to be
found. Different traversal algorithms exist for tracing these rays in
front-to-back order through kd-trees [HH11]. For BVHs, the voxel
traversal order is typically decided heuristically [BH06].

Any-hit or shadow ray queries resolve occlusion and thus do
not need to be traced in front-to-back order through the ADS.
By changing the voxel traversal order, shadow ray traversal can
be accelerated: The Ray Termination Surface Area Heuristic (RT-
SAH) [IH11] (based on [Hav00]) and the Surface Area Traversal
Order (NodeSATO) [NM14] determine the traversal order of the
child voxels for shadow rays in BVHs/BSPs constructed with the
SAH by considering local ray termination and the child voxel’s
surface area, respectively. The Shadow Ray Distribution Heuristic
(SRDH) [FLF12] is similar to the RDH but subsamples only the ac-
tual shadow ray distribution for constructing a dedicated BVH for
shadow ray traversal. Ogaki and Derouet-Jourdan [ODJ15,ODJ16]
also use this actual shadow ray distribution for sorting the child
nodes for given n-ary BVHs.

Contribution. Our goal is not to radically change and replace the
SAH, but to adapt it by introducing the concept of local ray ter-
mination in the context of voxel partitioning during the ADS con-
struction and voxel traversal order during ADS traversal. Assuming
a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution (as for the SAH), includ-
ing local ray termination in the SAH is a natural optimization and

generalization affecting both the cost computation by taking (local)
occlusion into account and the termination criterion.

Our previous work [MBD15] introduced two practical blocking
factor approximations based on rasterization (APOD) and the av-
erage projected surface area (APSA) of the geometric primitives,
to build kd-trees with the RTSAH [IH11]. In this paper, we fur-
ther analyse and build upon this work, and introduce various new
heuristics to approximate local ray termination efficiently with-
out requiring additional preprocessing or ray (sub)sampling as op-
posed to [Hav00, CCI12, BH09, VHS12, FLF12, ODJ15, ODJ16].
Our heuristics are used for approximating:

• The visibility probabilities in the RTSAH for constructing BSPs,
BIHs and (S)BVHs for accelerating closest-hit ray queries;

• The hit probabilities in the SRDH for constructing dedicated
BVHs for accelerating any-hit ray queries.

Moulin et al. [MBD15] only consider a parent-exterior isotropic
ray distribution for closest-hit ray queries for constructing kd-trees
(BSPs). We introduce a novel extension and generalization to BIHs
using explicit form factors and a novel extension and generaliza-
tion to BVHs and SBVHs using a Markov Transfer chain approach.
We thoroughly analyse the parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution
for both closest-hit and any-hit ray queries. Therefore, we can not
only make connections between the SAH and RTSAH cost model,
but between the (RT)SAH and SRDH cost model as well (see Sec-
tion 3). Furthermore, we are the first (to our knowledge) to study
and build dedicated tree ADSs for accelerating any-hit ray queries
by using a cost function that does not require ray sampling.

Instead of only considering the surface area domain [MBD15],
we include both the surface area (or AABB) and projected hemi-
spherical domain in our visibility (or hit ability) heuristics. Fur-
thermore, we define a generalized visibility and dual hit probabil-
ity (see Section 4) connecting the high-level cost models with their
low-level approximations. All our and [MBD15] approximations
are derived from this generalized visibility probability, concretizing
both the underlying assumptions and intuitions of these approxima-
tions (see Section 5).

3. Theory

ADSs exploit spatial coherence by distributing the scene’s geo-
metric primitives into spatial groups. To construct qualitative tree
ADSs, splitting planes that minimize the per-ray cost (for some
ray distribution) need to be chosen at each level of the tree con-
struction. Given a position of the splitting plane, S, the left and
right child partition are uniquely determined for spatial partition-
ing schemes. To assure this for object partitioning schemes as well,
a criterion [KK86] is required to partition geometric primitives with
regard to a fixed splitting plane. In practice, one typically partitions
based on the geometric primitives’ centroids (i.e. largest surface
area contribution) [WK06, Wal07].

For computational efficiency, tree ADS construction is usually
achieved by using appropriate (greedy) cost heuristics. We briefly
recall the de facto standard SAH [GS87, MB90] for constructing
ADSs (Subsection 3.1). Furthermore, we adapt the original RT-
SAH [IH11] for constructing BSPs, BIHs and (S)BVHs (Subsec-
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Notation Description
VS , VP , VL , VR Scene, parent, left and right child voxel
Bi AABB associated with voxel i
Gi Set of geometric primitives contained in voxel i
SAi Surface area of voxel/polygon/plane i

Ci({VL,VR}(S,VP))
Cost function i for partitioning a parent voxel, VP , into a left,
VL , and a right, VR , child voxel with a splitting plane, S

pL , pR Piercing probabilities of the SAH (3.2)–(3.3)
pjL , pjR , pL↔R , pjε ,
pfL , pfR , pL→R , pR→L

Piercing probabilities of the RTSAH (3.5)–(3.12)

VL→R , VR→L Visibility probabilities of the RTSAH (3.16)–(3.17)

pvL , pvR
Combined piercing and visibility probabilities of the
RTSAH (3.19)–(3.20)

HL ,HR Hit probabilities of the SRDH (3.24)–(3.25)
T k Transfer matrix of grid cell, k (4.13)

F⊥, j→i ,F‖, j→i
Orthogonal and parallel plane-to-plane form
factors (A.2)–(A.3)

A Surface area domain
B AABB area domain
Ω
⊥ Projected hemispherical domain

<A> Average projected surface area domain

V(A,G), Vi(A,G)
Generalized visibility probability (4.1) and approximation i
(see Section 5)

V⊥(A,G) Orthogonal visibility probability (5.3)
VΩ
⊥(A,G) Projected hemispherical visibility probability (5.10)

H(B,G),Hi(B,G)
Generalized hit probability (4.2) and approximation i (see
Section 5)

Pr(.) Probability of an event
|.| Size of a set/domain
~ω, ω̂ Vector and unit length vector
A Discretization of the domain A
G̃ Approximation of the set G

Table 1: Symbols and operators used throughout this paper.

Acronym Description
ADS Acceleration data structure
AABB Axis-aligned bounding box
Acceleration data structures (see Section 2)
BSP Binary Space Partition
BIH Bounding Interval Hierarchy
(S)BVH (Spatial Split) Bounding Volume Hierarchy
Cost models and voxel traversal order heuristics
SAH Surface Area Heuristic (3.1)
RTSAH Ray Termination SAH (3.4)
SATO Surface Area Traversal Order
RDH Ray Distribution Heuristic
SRDH Shadow RDH (3.23)
Generalized visibility and hit probability approximations
MC Monte Carlo (5.1), (5.16)
APAD All Points All Directions (5.2)
APOD All Points One Direction (5.4)
EP(2) Ellipsoid Parallel projection (2) (5.6)
APSA Average Projected Surface Area (5.8), (5.19)
APE(2) Average Projected Ellipsoid (2) (5.8), (5.19)
OPAD One Point All Directions (5.11)
(WC)HAPSA (Weighted Centroid) Hybrid APSA (5.14)
HAPE(2) Hybrid APE (2) (5.14)

(WN(WC))HANPSA(2) (Weighted Normal (Weighted Centroid)) Hybrid Average
Normal Projected Surface Area (2) (5.15)

Table 2: Frequently used acronyms throughout this paper.

tion 3.2), and the original SRDH [FLF12] for constructing dedi-
cated BVHs for shadow ray traversal without depending on addi-
tional preprocessing or ray (sub)sampling (Subsection 3.3). Table 1
summarizes our notation and Table 2 summarizes our frequently
used acronyms.

3.1. SAH

The SAH cost function, CSAH [GS87,MB90], estimates the average
ray cost of partitioning a parent voxel, VP, into a left, VL, and right,
VR, child voxel with a splitting plane, S, as the cost of processing
these child voxels, |GL| and |GR| (the number of geometric primi-
tives contained in the left and right child voxel, respectively), times

the probability of having to process these child voxels, pL and pR:

CSAH({VL,VR}(S,VP)) := c+ pL|GL|+ pR|GR|. (3.1)

Here, c is a constant expressing the relative cost of performing an
intermediate node traversal versus a ray-geometric primitive inter-
section test. Assuming a scene-exterior isotropic ray distribution of
non-terminating rays (and thus also a parent-exterior isotropic ray
distribution), then the probabilities, pL and pR, are defined as:

pL := Pr(VL pierced |VP pierced) =
SAL

SAP
(3.2)

pR := Pr(VR pierced |VP pierced) =
SAR

SAP
, (3.3)

where SAi is the surface area of Vi’s bounding box. The chance of
hitting a convex solid (e.g., AABB) given these assumptions is pro-
portional to its average projected surface area, which for 3D convex
solids is equal to 1/4 of their surface area [Cau41,Cau50,CS97]. Al-
ternatively, the former equations can also be obtained via the form
factors (a.k.a. configuration and view factors) used in the radiative
heat transfer [Hot31] and radiosity literature [CWH93, SP94].

3.2. RTSAH

The RTSAH cost function, CRTSAH [IH11, MBD15], extends the
SAH by including local ray termination by means of the probabili-
ties, VL→R and VR→L. It differentiates, pL and pR, in rays that pierce
just one child voxel, pjL and pjR, and rays that pierce both child vox-
els, pL↔R. In the latter case, rays could first pierce the left (right)
child voxel, pL→R (pR→L), where pfL (pfR) denotes the probability
of piercing the left (right) child voxel first, given that both child
voxels are pierced:

CRTSAH({VL,VR}(S,VP)) := c+(pjL + pL→R + pR→LVR→L) |GL|
+(pjR + pR→L + pL→RVL→R) |GR|.

(3.4)

For completeness, pjε represents the fraction of rays piercing no
child voxels, which can be nonzero for BIHs and (S)BVHs.

The piercing probabilities are defined as follows:

pjL := Pr( VL∧¬VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.5)

pjR := Pr(¬VL∧ VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.6)

pL↔R := Pr( VL∧ VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.7)

pjε := Pr(¬VL∧¬VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.8)

pfL := Pr(VL pierced first |VL∧VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.9)

pfR := Pr(VR pierced first |VL∧VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.10)

pL→R := pL↔R pfL (3.11)

pR→L := pL↔R pfR. (3.12)

Furthermore, these probabilities satisfy the following relations:

pjL + pjR + pL↔R + pjε = 1 (3.13)

pjL + pL↔R = pL (3.14)

pjR + pL↔R = pR. (3.15)

Here, we only consider local ray termination (see Figure 1). Hence,
the scene-exterior isotropic ray distribution also corresponds to a
parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution for each voxel that needs
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to be partitioned as is the case for the SAH. This implies that the
same evaluation of pL (3.2) and pR (3.3) as for the SAH can be used
for the RTSAH, and pfL≡ pfR≡1/2. Considering global ray termi-
nation is more complex since the geometry surrounding the voxel
to partition is not readily available during ADS construction and no
tractable closed form expressions of the form factors for computing
and/or updating the piercing probabilities exist. Since the SAH has
proven very well in practice, we do not want to radically change
and replace, but rather adapt it. Therefore, only local ray termina-
tion is included.

The visibility probabilities are defined as:

VL→R := Pr(no hit in VL |VL pierced first |VL ∧VR pierced |VP pierced) (3.16)

VR→L := Pr(no hit in VR |VR pierced first |VL ∧VR pierced |VP pierced). (3.17)

Note that if VL→R =VR→L =1, then CRTSAH =CSAH and if VL→R =
VR→L =0, then CRTSAH=CSAH−1/2 pL↔R (|GL|+ |GR|) for BSPs.

The RTSAH [IH11] is originally designed for determining the
voxel traversal order in BSPs and BVHs for tracing shadow rays.
The visibility of non-empty leaf nodes is assumed to be completely
opaque and the visibility of intermediate nodes is recursively ob-
tained from its child nodes via a separate pass after finishing the
ADS construction. In order to guide the ADS build with the RT-
SAH, the visibility probabilities need to be evaluated during the
construction process itself. For these probabilities, no tractable
closed form expression exist and ray (sub)sampling is expensive.
Therefore, we introduce in Section 5 different visibility probability
approximations which trade off accuracy for efficiency.

Depending on the type of ADS, it can be computationally ex-
pensive to compute all probabilities involved in Equation (3.4) ex-
plicitly. Therefore, we also define the RTSAH in its implicit form
which is very similar to the SAH (3.1):

CRTSAH({VL,VR}(S,VP)) = c+ pvL|GL|+ pvR|GR|. (3.18)

Here, the combined piercing and visibility probabilities, pvL and
pvR, express the probability of a ray traversing the left and right
child voxel, respectively, implicitly taking local ray termination
into account:

pvL := Pr(VL traversed |VP pierced) (3.19)

pvR := Pr(VR traversed |VP pierced). (3.20)

Note that both the SAH (3.1) and the RTSAH in its implicit
form (3.18) can be trivially extended to construct n-ary ADS trees,
which is not the case for the RTSAH in its explicit form (3.4).

RTSAH for BSPs. In BSPs, the spatial union of both child vox-
els is equal to the parent voxel. So every ray piercing the parent
voxel, has to pierce at least one child voxel, pjε≡0, and all piercing
probabilities can be trivially deduced from Equations (3.13)–(3.15).
For VL→R (VR→L), one needs to consider only the clipped geom-
etry to the left (right) of the splitting plane contained inside the
parent voxel, since geometric primitives are not necessarily fully
contained in a single child and/or the parent voxel.

RTSAH for BIHs. We differentiate between three possible config-
uration types of BIH candidate partitions (see Figure 2): both child

VL Vϵ VR VL VR VRVL

(a) Type I (b) Type II (c) Type III

Figure 2: Three possible configuration types of BIH candidate par-
titions: both child voxels do (a) not overlap (type I), (b) overlap
strictly (type II), or (c) overlap but not strictly (i.e. touch) (type
III).

voxels do not overlap (type I), overlap strictly (type II), or overlap
but not strictly (type III) (i.e. similar to a BSP). Obtaining the pierc-
ing probabilities in case of overlap (types II and III) is analogous
to BSPs since pjε =0. In case of no overlap, pjε can be expressed in
terms of the form factors between the planes of Vε’s AABB, which
comprises the empty volume between both child voxels (see the
Appendix):

pjε = 2
(
(F‖,xy-plane→xy-plane +2F⊥,xy-plane→xz-plane) pxy-plane

+(F‖,xz-plane→xz-plane +2F⊥,xz-plane→xy-plane) pxz-plane

)
. (3.21)

Here, we assume both splits are performed along the x-axis (anal-
ogous for the y- and z-axis) and the probabilities, pi j-plane with
i j ∈ {xy,xz,yz}, are defined and evaluated as:

pi j-plane :=Pr(i j-plane pierced from the outside |VP pierced)

=
SAi j-plane

SAP
. (3.22)

Note that SAi j-plane refers to the surface area of one side only. Both
sides constitute a convex solid, but only half of the rays are consid-
ered (i.e. piercing from the outside). For VL→R (VR→L), one needs
to consider only the clipped geometry to the left (right) of the right
(left) child voxel’s associated splitting plane. The geometry con-
tained in the overlapping volume does not contribute to the local
ray termination. If a ray is not terminated before reaching this vol-
ume while traversing one child voxel, the other child voxel always
needs to be traversed as well.

RTSAH for (S)BVHs. (S)BVH candidate partitions could appear
in numerous configuration types due to the tightness of the six
planes of both child voxels as opposed to BSP (zero tight planes
in general) and BIH (one tight plane in general) candidate parti-
tions. Furthermore, we have no explicit splitting planes as opposed
to BSPs and BIHs. Enumerating these configurations and handling
each one separately as for the BIH is cumbersome. Instead, we con-
struct an irregular grid containing our candidate partition as shown
in Figure 3. The grid resolution varies between 1×1×1 and 3×3×3
grid cells.

Each grid cell is assigned a 6×6 transfer matrix, T , expressing
the transmission of ray distributions from its incoming to its outgo-
ing planes. The entries, Ti j, thus correspond to the actual form fac-
tors taking the geometry contained in the parent voxel into account
while assuming a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution. For all
grid planes coinciding with the parent voxel, the incoming ray frac-
tions (from the outside) can be evaluated with Equation (3.22). A
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(a) BVH candidate partition (b) Irregular grid

Figure 3: (a) BVH candidate partition with the left and right child
voxel’s planes tight in all directions. (b) Irregular grid containing
the BVH candidate partition with grid cells tagged as belonging to
the left child voxel (L), right child voxel (R), both child voxels (LR)
or no child voxel (ε).

Markov chain [Mar13, Mar06, Win04] can be used to transmit the
incoming ray fractions over the grid according to the transfer ma-
trices of the grid cells until no non-terminated rays remain in the
grid. During this process, the accumulated fraction of rays entering
our left and right child voxel is tracked (pvL (3.19) and pvR (3.20)).
Finally, the RTSAH cost (3.18) of the given candidate partition can
be evaluated. Note that this procedure is generally applicable to all
kinds of ADSs including BSPs and BIHs.

3.3. SRDH

When only constant kernels (left-child-first or right-child-first) are
considered for each candidate partition, the SRDH [FLF12] cost
function, CSRDH, assuming a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribu-
tion, is defined for BVHs as:

CSRDH({VL,VR}(S,VP)) := max
(
pLHL (cAABB + pR|GR|),
pRHR (cAABB + pL|GL|)

)
. (3.23)

Here, the hit probabilities, HL and HR, define the fraction of
shadow rays hitting some geometric primitive inside the left and
right child voxel, respectively:

HL :=Pr
(
hit in GL |VL pierced |VP pierced

)
(3.24)

HR:=Pr
(
hit in GR |VR pierced |VP pierced

)
. (3.25)

GL and GR are the sets of geometric primitives contained in
VL and VR, respectively. cAABB is the relative cost of testing an
AABB [WBMS05] versus a geometric primitive for intersection.
Candidate partitions with the highest cost are favoured and their
constant traversal kernel is chosen accordingly when applied. Fur-
thermore, we also consider SRDH′, a derivative of SRDH assuming
worst-case behaviour (pL≡ pR≡1):

C′SRDH({VL,VR}(S,VP)) := max
(
HL (cAABB + |GR|),
HR (cAABB + |GL|)

)
. (3.26)

4. Local Ray Termination

In this section, we generalize the (plane) visibility probabili-
ties, VL→R (3.16) and VR→L (3.17), and the dual hit probabilities,
HL (3.24) and HR (3.25), (Subsection 4.1). Next, we describe how
our generalized visibility probability can be used for constructing

BSPs (Subsection 4.2), BIHs (Subsection 4.3) and (S)BVHs (Sub-
section 4.4) with the RTSAH, and how our generalized hit proba-
bility can be used for constructing BVHs (Subsection 4.5) with the
SRDH.

4.1. Generalized Visibility and Hit Probability

The generalized visibility probability, V , over a surface area do-
main, A, taking a set of geometric primitives, G, into account, is
defined as:

V(A,G) := 1− 1
|A|π

∫
A

∫
Ω⊥
H(ray(x, ω̂),G) dAx dΩ

⊥
ω̂
, (4.1)

where ‘ray’ represents a ray composed of a possible endpoint
(on the surface area domain, A) and a unit length direction
(parametrized in the projected hemisphere of incoming directions,
Ω
⊥, at the endpoint, x), andH is defined as the binary hit function

in terms of a ray and a set of geometric primitives (i.e. evaluates
to 1 if the ray hits at least one of the geometric primitives, 0 oth-
erwise). Note that if all geometric primitives are double-sided (i.e.
no back-face or front-face culling), the direction of the rays can be
inverted and the possible endpoints become the actual origins of
the rays: if a ray is (not) terminated before reaching A, an inverted,
outgoing ray will (not) terminate as well (either).

The generalized hit probability,H, over an AABB area domain,
B, (i.e. the union of six surface area domains), taking a set of geo-
metric primitives, G, into account, is defined as:

H(B,G) :=
1
|B|π

∫
B

∫
Ω⊥
H(ray(x, ω̂),G) dBx dΩ

⊥
ω̂
. (4.2)

In Section 5, we will propose computationally efficient heuristics
to approximate these generalized visibility and hit probability.

4.2. RTSAH for BSPs

For constructing BSPs with the RTSAH, our visibility probabilities,
VL→R (3.16) and VR→L (3.17), are expressed as follows in terms of
our generalized visibility probability, V (4.1):

VL→R=V
(
S−,clip(BL,GP)

)
=V
(
S−,clip(BL,GL)

)
(4.3)

VR→L=V
(
S+ ,clip(BR,GP)

)
=V
(
S+ ,clip(BR,GR)

)
, (4.4)

where S− (S+) represents the surface area domain correspond-
ing to the negative (positive) side of the splitting plane, S; Bi the
AABB and Gi the set of geometric primitives associated with Vi
for i ∈ {P,L,R}. ‘clip’ represents the clipping of a set of geometric
primitives against an AABB. Instead of clipping against an AABB,
the rays themselves can alternatively be constrained against that
AABB.

4.3. RTSAH for BIHs

For constructing BIHs with the RTSAH, our visibility probabilities,
VL→R (3.16) and VR→L (3.17), are expressed as follows in terms of
our generalized visibility probability, V (4.1), in case of non-strict
overlap (i.e. SL≡SR≡S; type III see Figure 2):

VL→R=V
(
S−,GL

)
(4.5)

VR→L=V
(
S+ ,GR

)
, (4.6)
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in case of strict overlap (type II see Figure 2):

VL→R=V
(
S−R ,clip(BP \BR,GL)

)
(4.7)

VR→L=V
(
S+

L ,clip(BP \BL,GR)
)
, (4.8)

and in case of no overlap (type I see Figure 2):

VL→R=1− 1
|S−R |

∫
S−R

1
|Ω⊥L (x)|

∫
Ω⊥L (x)
H(ray(x, ω̂),GL)dAx dΩ

⊥
ω̂

(4.9)

VR→L=1− 1
|S+

L |

∫
S+L

1
|Ω⊥R (x)|

∫
Ω⊥R (x)
H(ray(x, ω̂),GR)dAx dΩ

⊥
ω̂
.

(4.10)

Here, Ω
⊥
L (x) (Ω⊥R (x)) is defined as the subdomain of Ω

⊥ that re-
stricts the possible ray directions for a possible endpoint, x, to those
piercing BL (BR) (i.e. rays that pierce both S−L and S−R (S+

L and
S+

R )). For our non-ray-tracing based approximations in case of no
overlap, we approximate our visibility probabilities, VL→R (3.16)
and VR→L (3.17), in terms of our generalized visibility probability,
V (4.1), as:

VL→R≈V
(
S−R ,GL

)
(4.11)

VR→L≈V
(
S+

L ,GR

)
. (4.12)

4.4. RTSAH for (S)BVHs

For (S)BVHs, we have no explicit splitting planes as opposed to
BSPs and BIHs. As explained in the previous section, we can en-
capsulate our candidate partition in an irregular grid. Each grid cell,
k, is assigned a 6×6 transfer matrix, T k, expressing the transmis-
sion of incoming to outgoing ray distributions onto the planes of its
AABB, Bk. Assuming a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution,
the entries, T k

i j , correspond to the actual form factors taking the
geometry, GP, contained in the parent voxel, VP, into account. We
approximate the entries, T k

i j , by splitting the actual form factors in
a plane visibility, V (4.1), and a plane-to-plane form factor (A.2)–
(A.3) taking no geometry into account:

T k
i j ≈


0 if i = j

V
(

Sk
j ,clip

(
Bk,GP

))
F‖, j→i if Sk

i ‖ Sk
j

V
(

Sk
j ,clip

(
Bk,GP

))
F⊥, j→i if Sk

i ⊥Sk
j

. (4.13)

Here, Sk
j is one of the six inner planes of Bk :

{yz+

min,yz−max,xz+
min,xz−max,xy+

min,xy−max}. GP can be further re-
duced to GL, GR or ∅ based on the grid cell tag (see Figure 3b),
if and only if GL and GR are completely known (which is not the
case while restricting spatial split attempts in SBVHs [SFD09]).
Furthermore, note that there are at most 9 (out of 36) unique
plane-to-plane form factors for each grid cell.

If no geometry is contained in VP, equation (4.13) is exact. After
transmitting the incoming ray distributions over the grid according
to the transfer matrices until no non-terminated ray distributions re-
main in the grid, the obtained pvL≡ pL and pvR≡ pR. In the presence
of geometry, the parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution is only
valid for the exterior planes of the grid and is not maintained on
the interior planes. To resolve this, one can trace (computationally
expensive) individual rays, whereas we trace approximate ray dis-
tributions through the grid. Note that if we enumerate all (S)BVH

configuration types, some (S)BVH configuration types can be re-
solved exactly via a similar form factor approach as for BIHs.

The transmission itself can be executed iteratively by keeping
track of the current outgoing and incremental incoming ray distri-
butions on each plane. Alternatively, a sparse linear system of equa-
tions can be solved by combining the transfer matrices for each grid
cell into a single higher dimensional transfer matrix for the whole
grid.

As an extension, the incoming ray distributions can be trans-
mitted over a (ir)regular grid of the whole scene. Here, the grid
resolution must be larger than 3×3×3, introducing lots of extra
interior planes. Furthermore, the transmission process is only exe-
cuted once (versus once for every candidate partition), making the
tracing of individual rays more feasible. When candidate splitting
planes are only considered at the interior grid planes for construct-
ing kd-trees, this approach boils down to a binned RDH [BH09].
Furthermore, both the surface area and projected hemispherical do-
main can be discretized to represent the non-uniform ray distribu-
tion more accurately in the presence of geometry and reflections
using higher dimensional n×n transfer matrices for each grid cell.
In the limit n→∞, these ray distributions become Dirac delta dis-
tributions (i.e. separate rays). The advantage of this ray distribution
transmission approach over ordinary ray sampling, is the decou-
pling of the scene and camera (i.e. advantageous in an animation
context): for a given arbitrary camera ray distribution, the invariant
incoming ray distributions on all grid planes can be obtained using
the transfer matrix of the whole grid.

4.5. SRDH for BVHs

For constructing dedicated BVHs for tracing shadow rays with
the SRDH, our hit probabilities, HL (3.24) and HR (3.25), are
expressed as follows in terms of our generalized hit probability,
H (4.2):

HL=H
(
BL,clip(BL,GL)

)
=H

(
BL ,GL

)
(4.14)

HR=H
(
BR,clip(BR,GR)

)
=H

(
BR,GR

)
. (4.15)

5. Local Ray Termination Approximations

In order to obtain a practical binned RTSAH build algorithm, the
splitting cost (3.4) (BSPs, BIHs) or (3.18) (BSPs, BIHs, (S)BVHs)
needs to be evaluated for a finite set of candidate partitions for every
voxel, VP, to partition in O(|GP|) time. For the SRDH, a practical
sweeping plane build algorithm can be used, requiring the splitting
cost (3.23) (BVHs) to be updated incrementally in O(1) time (in-
dependent of the number of geometric primitives to partition) while
sweeping the splitting plane.

The piercing probabilities (pjL (3.5), pjR (3.6), pL↔R (3.7) and
pjε (3.8)) can be trivially computed for BSPs and BIHs (see Section
3), assuming a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution. For eval-
uating the generalized visibility, V (4.1), and hit, H (4.2), proba-
bilities, no tractable closed form expression can be found due to
the dependence on the geometrical distribution inside the voxel to
partition.

In this section, we propose computationally efficient heuristics
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to approximate the generalized visibility probability, V (4.1), con-
sidering both the surface area domain, A, and projected hemispher-
ical domain, Ω

⊥, (Subsection 5.1), only the surface area domain,
A, (Subsection 5.2), and only the projected hemispherical domain,
Ω
⊥, (Subsection 5.3). Furthermore, we propose computationally

efficient heuristics to approximate the generalized hit probability,
H (4.2), considering both the AABB area domain, B, and projected
hemispherical domain, Ω

⊥ (Subsection 5.4).

5.1. Surface Area Domain+Projected Hemispherical Domain

A Monte Carlo (MC) evaluation, VMC, of V (4.1) with N samples
is defined as:

VMC(A,G) := 1− (1/N)
N

∑
(x,ω̂)∼p(A)

H(ray(x, ω̂),G) , (5.1)

where dp(A) := dAxdΩ
⊥
ω̂

|A|π represents the probability density function
of the incoming isotropic ray distribution through A.

The regular discretization of both the surface area domain, A,
and projected hemispherical domain, Ω

⊥
, is called our All Points

All Directions (APAD) approximation [MBD15] and is defined as:

VAPAD(A,G) := 1− 1

|A||Ω⊥| ∑
x∈A

∑
ω̂∈Ω

⊥
H(ray(x, ω̂),G) . (5.2)

Both approximations (5.1) and (5.2) involve the actual tracing
of rays, making them impractical due to the (general) absence of an
ADS during the ADS construction. Even if a preconstructed ADS is
available, the total number of rays to trace to reach convergence for
every candidate partition would be extremely high while ignoring
the purpose of an ADS in the first place.

5.2. Surface Area Domain

The orthogonal visibility probability, V⊥, over a surface area do-
main, A, taking a set of geometric primitives, G, into account, is
defined as:

V⊥(A,G) := 1− 1
|A|

∫
A
H(ray(x, ω̂A),G) dAx, (5.3)

where ω̂A is the unit length direction orthogonal (or any other fixed
unit length direction parametrized in Ω

⊥) on A. Instead of approx-
imating V (4.1) directly, we can assume V≈V⊥ by neglecting the
hemispherical dependence and thus use V⊥ (5.3).

The regular discretization of the surface area domain, A, is called
our All Points One Direction (APOD) approximation [MBD15] and
is defined as:

VAPOD(A,G) := 1− 1
|A| ∑

x∈A

H(ray(x, ω̂A),G) . (5.4)

The APOD approximation corresponds to an orthogonal projection
of G onto A and can be evaluated via rasterization [MBD15].

Instead of using the original set of geometric primitives, G, we
can use an approximation, G̃:

V⊥(A,G)≈ 1− 1
|A|

∫
A
H
(

ray(x, ω̂A), G̃
)

dAx. (5.5)

Our Ellipsoid Parallel projection (EP) approximates the geometry,
G, as an ellipsoid, G̃, centred at the mean geometry vertex with
axes equal to the standard deviation of the geometry vertices. Our
Ellipsoid Parallel projection 2 (EP2) approximates the geometry,
G, as an ellipsoid, G̃, centred at the median geometry vertex with
axes equal to the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the geometry
vertices multiplied by a constant, k. Assuming that the vertices are
distributed normally, k≈ 1.4826 [Rup11] and relates the MAD to
the standard deviation. MAD is a robust measure (i.e. less prone to
outliers) as opposed to directly computing the standard deviation.
The EP and EP2 approximations are defined as:

VEP(2)(A,G) := 1−min
(

SAG̃

SAA
,1
)
, (5.6)

where SA represents the surface area; |A| ≡ SAA and SAG̃ corre-
sponds to the surface area of the ellipse obtained after orthogonally
projecting the ellipsoid, G̃, onto the splitting plane, A. The min op-
erator ensures that the visibility probability lies in [0,1] which is
not guaranteed due to the coarse approximations.

Cauchy [Cau41,Cau50,CS97] showed that the average projected
surface area of a 3D convex solid is 1/4 of its surface area. Assum-
ing the geometry, G, constitutes such a single convex solid, G̃, we
can approximate the orthogonal visibility probability by integrat-
ing over the average projected surface area domain, <A>, instead
of the splitting plane’s surface area domain, A:

V⊥(A,G)≈ 1− 1
|A|

∫
<A>

H
(

ray(x, ω̂A), G̃
)

dAx. (5.7)

Our Average Projected Surface Area (APSA) [MBD15] (as op-
posed to APOD (5.4)), our Average Projected Ellipsoid (APE) (as
opposed to EP (5.6)) and our Average Projected Ellipsoid 2 (APE2)
(as opposed to EP2 (5.6)) approximations are defined as:

VAPSA|APE(2)(A,G) := 1−min
(

1/4 SAG̃

SAA
,1
)
, (5.8)

where SAG̃ corresponds to the sum of the surface areas of the geo-
metric primitives in G for the APSA approximation and the surface
area of the ellipsoid for the APE and APE2 approximations. Since
no elementary formula exist for the surface area of an ellipsoid, G̃,
we use the following expression which yields an error of at most
1.061% for p≈1.6075 [TM01]:

SAG̃ ≈ 4π

(
apbp +apcp +bpcp

3

)1/p

, (5.9)

where a, b and c are the lengths of the three semi-principal axes of
the ellipsoid.

5.3. Projected Hemispherical Domain

The projected hemispherical visibility probability, VΩ
⊥, over a sur-

face area domain, A, taking a set of geometric primitives, G, into
account, is defined as:

VΩ
⊥(A,G) := 1− 1

π

∫
Ω⊥
H(ray(xA, ω̂),G) dΩ

⊥
ω̂
, (5.10)

where xA is the center (or any other fixed) position in A. Instead of
approximating V (4.1) directly, we can assume V≈VΩ

⊥ by neglect-
ing the surface area domain dependence and thus use VΩ

⊥ (5.10).
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The regular discretization of the projected hemispherical do-
main, A, is called our One Point All Directions (OPAD) approxi-
mation [MBD15] and is defined as:

VOPAD(A,G) := 1− 1

|Ω⊥| ∑
ω̂∈Ω

⊥
H(ray(xA, ω̂),G). (5.11)

The OPAD approximation corresponds to a hemispherical projec-
tion of G onto Ω

⊥, which equates to the projected solid angle sub-
tended by G measured from xA.

Instead of using the original set of geometric primitives, G, we
can use an approximation G̃:

VΩ
⊥(A,G)≈ 1− 1

π

∫
Ω⊥
H
(

ray(xA, ω̂), G̃
)

dΩ
⊥
ω̂
. (5.12)

Even if the geometry, G, constitutes a single convex solid, G̃, the
APSA approximation does not include the projected hemispheri-
cal domain. Therefore, geometric primitives will be assumed to
have the same blocking behaviour independent of the distance to
the splitting plane. A finite discretization of the infinitesimal pro-
jected solid angle, dΩ

⊥, subtended by a (double-sided) polygon, p,
with surface area, SAp, and surface normal, N̂p, measured from the
normal, N̂A, at some point, xA, in A, is given by:

∆Ω
⊥ =

SAp

∣∣∣D̂·N̂p

∣∣∣(D̂·N̂A

)
(
~D·~D

) . (5.13)

Here, ~D is the distance vector from xA to the center of gravity of the
polygon, p.

Our Hybrid APSA (HAPSA) and Weighted Centroid HAPSA
(WCHAPSA) approximations extend the APSA approximation,
our Hybrid APE (HAPE) approximation extends our APE approxi-
mation, and our Hybrid APE2 (HAPE2) approximation extends our
APE2 approximation by considering the projected solid angle sub-
tended by the average projected surface area, 1/4 SAG̃, with center

of gravity positioned in ~̃Gc measured from the normal, N̂A, at the
center of the splitting plane, ~Ac, as:

V(WC)HAPSA|HAPE(2)(A,G) := 1−min

1/4 SAG̃

(
D̂·N̂A

)
π

(
~D·~D

) ,1

,
(5.14)

with distance vector, ~D :=~̃Gc−~Ac. To compute the average geom-

etry vertex (i.e. center of gravity), ~̃Gc, the HAPSA approximation
gives equal weight to all geometric primitives in G whereas the
WCHAPSA approximation gives weights based on the surface area
of the geometric primitives in G. For axis-aligned splitting planes,
the dot product, D̂·N̂A, reduces to a single multiplication. When the
denominator is zero, the center of gravity coincides with the center
of the splitting plane. In this special case, (WC)HAPSA reduces to
APSA, HAPE to APE, and HAPE2 to APE2.

Our Hybrid Average Normal Projected Surface Area
(HANPSA), Weighted Normal HANPSA (WNHANPSA) and
Weighted Normal Weighted Centroid HANPSA (WNWCHANPSA)
approximations take a different scaling factor into account based

on the average normal:

V(WN(WC))HANPSA(2)(A,G) := 1−min

SAG̃

∣∣∣D̂·N̂G̃

∣∣∣(D̂·N̂A

)
π

(
~D·~D

) ,1

,
(5.15)

where N̂G̃ is the average surface normal in G. The HANPSA ap-
proximation uses equal weights for computing the average normal
and centroid. The WNHANPSA approximation uses weights based
on the surface area of the geometric primitives in G for computing
the average normal and uses equal weights for computing the av-
erage centroid. The WNWCHANPSA approximation uses weights
based on the surface area of the geometric primitives in G for com-
puting the average normal and centroid. In case of a single con-
vex or concave solid, the average normal is zero. Therefore, we
switch to the HAPSA approximation if the Euclidean length of the
summed normals is less than one (very coarse indication of con-
cavity/convexity).

Only geometric primitives with a normal pointing away from the
splitting plane, A, (i.e. N̂p ·N̂A≥0) need to be considered. We call
the latter our HANPSA2, WNHANPSA2 and WNWCHANPSA2 ap-
proximations (see Equation (5.15) as well).

5.4. AABB Area Domain+Projected Hemispherical Domain

A Monte Carlo (MC) evaluation,HMC, ofH (4.2) with N samples
is defined as:

HMC(B,G) := (1/N)
N

∑
(x,ω̂)∼p(B)

H(ray(x, ω̂),G), (5.16)

where dp(B) := dBxdΩ
⊥
ω̂

|B|π represents the probability density function
of the incoming isotropic ray distribution through B. This approxi-
mation is impractical to evaluate since it involves the actual tracing
of rays.

The hit probability can be trivially approximated based on a
weighted sum of our plane visibility probability approximations
applied to the six faces of the AABB, B, as [RKJ96, Mou15]:

H(B,G)≈ 1− ∑
6
i=1|Ai|V(Ai,G)

∑
6
i=1|Ai|

. (5.17)

Note that our APSA|EP(2)|APE(2) approximations evaluate to the
same value for parallel surface areas. This is also the case for all
visibility probability approximations considering only the surface
area domain in the presence of double-sided geometry. This means
that only three out of six faces of the AABB need to be considered.

Instead of using the original set of geometric primitives, G, we
can use an approximation, G̃:

H(B,G)≈ 1
|B|π

∫
B

∫
Ω⊥
H
(

ray(x, ω̂), G̃
)

dBx dΩ
⊥
ω̂
. (5.18)

This naturally leads to a specific extension of our average projected
surface area based approximations (APSA|APE(2)) with regard to
an AABB (convex solid) instead of a splitting plane:

HAPSA|APE(2)(B,G) := min
(

SAG̃

SAB
,1
)
. (5.19)
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6. Results

Our build heuristics and build heuristic framework is implemented
in pbrt-v2 [PH10]. We chose some common test scenes of diffi-
cult but realistic geometric complexity, ranging between 100 k and
1500 k triangles, for which three interesting camera viewpoints are
selected (see Table 3). For each test scene and viewpoint an ambi-
ent occlusion image is rendered at a resolution of 512×512 pixels
using 512 primary (camera) rays per pixel and one shadow (am-
bient) occlusion ray per primary ray. The length of these ambient
occlusion rays is not set to a fixed, finite, maximum distance (i.e.
cameras fully enclosed by geometry will result in completely black
images). For our RTSAH approximations, we use a fixed number
of 256 equidistant bins for each of the three primary axes at each
level of the tree construction, resulting in a time complexity of
O(|GP|) for each voxel VP to partition and a total time complex-
ity of O(|GS| log |GS|) for the ADS construction. If |GP|< 256 for
BIHs, BVHs and the BVH contribution of SBVHs, we switch from
equidistant bins to all adaptive bins (superset). For our SRDH ap-
proximations, we use a sweeping plane algorithm for the BVH con-
struction (except for approximations involving a median or MAD),
since no geometric primitive clipping is required as opposed to our
RTSAH approximations.

Table 4 summarizes the gains in the number of ray-triangle in-
tersection tests and ADS node traversal steps, and the gains in ren-
dering and build times, for kd-trees, BIHs and (S)BVHs built with
our RTSAH approximations and BVHs built with our SRDH ap-
proximations. We only tabulated our best RTSAH and SRDH ap-
proximations. Our SRDH APE(2) approximations result in very
deep and skewed trees with multiple heavily populated leaf nodes
at the maximum tree depth. Similarly, all the BVHs constructed
with SRDH′ APSA|APE(2) result in very skewed trees with one
heavily populated leaf node at the maximum tree depth due to the
clamping of the AABB hit probabilities (5.19) between zero and
one. We refer the interested reader to our supplementary material
for a more detailed and in depth comparison of our different RT-
SAH and SRDH approximations and the ground truth (for some
small artificial scenes), using both a directional and uniform ray
distribution.

7. Discussion

The average gains both in the number of ray-triangle intersection
tests and in the number of node traversal steps for ADSs built with
the RTSAH are close to the SAH. Due to the impact of the less-
conditional piercing probabilities (which do not take occlusion into
account and are thus part of both the RTSAH and SAH cost func-
tions) and the importance of the positions of the cost function’s
extrema as opposed to the cost function errors, the SAH is still
competitive in selecting optimal candidate partitions close to those
selected by the RTSAH. Depending on the scene, however, large
positive gains can be noticed since the RTSAH exploits the oc-
clusion between voxels resulting in smaller costs compared to the
SAH, leading to different split decisions and allowing further re-
finement of ADS tree branches. On the other hand, consistently
deviating from the SAH’s worst-case assumptions can lead refine-
ment too far, negatively impacting memory usage and performance.
Furthermore, although the inclusion of ray termination in the SAH

is a natural generalization of the SAH, assuming a parent-exterior
isotropic ray distribution does not hold well in practice and using
a greedy divide-and-conquer approach is not guaranteed to behave
well for the RTSAH as is the case for the SAH, which explains the
noticeable negative gains. ADS construction can get stuck in local
minima of the global RTSAH cost function. Moreover, the obtained
ADSs are not guaranteed to be close to the global optimal ADS (of
which the construction is NP-hard) according to the global RTSAH
cost metric. The largest drawback, however, for using the RTSAH
is the build time. Using ray sampling with a preconstructed ADS
can take up to multiple weeks. Our RTSAH approximations do not
use ray sampling but triangle clipping operations which can still
take up to several hours on a single thread (in pbrt-v2 [PH10])
for large numbers of geometric primitives (e.g., duplication of ref-
erences to geometric primitives in BSPs and SBVHs).

Our SRDH and SRDH′ approximations for constructing BVHs
do not require ray sampling nor triangle clipping, resulting in sim-
ilar build times as with the SAH (with the difference of having two
separate ADSs instead of one). For our SRDH ASPA and SRDH′

SA, the number of ray-triangle intersection tests is reduced on av-
erage by 11 and 22%, respectively, compared to NodeSATO at the
expense of an average increase in the number of ADS node traver-
sal steps (which includes a ray-AABB intersection test for BVHs)
by 86 and 71%, respectively. The latter becomes the determining
factor in the rendering time, which is worse compared to Node-
SATO.

8. Conclusions and Further Work

We extended and generalized the SAH by including local ray ter-
mination. We presented various new heuristics to approximate lo-
cal ray termination that can be used to construct BSPs, BIHs and
(S)BVHs with the RTSAH for accelerating closest-hit ray queries
and to construct BVHs with the SRDH for accelerating any-hit ray
queries. The overall impact of the RTSAH on the rendering time
is in general small due to the small differences in the number of
ray-triangle intersection tests and ADS node traversal steps. Fur-
thermore, gains in ray-triangle intersection tests are often compen-
sated by losses in ADS node traversal steps, resulting in render-
ing performance close to the SAH. On the other hand, ADS build
times can take up to several hours due to triangle clipping (which
is still a magnitude faster than ray sampling). Furthermore, ADS
construction with the RTSAH is more sensitive to the underlying
assumption of a parent-exterior isotropic ray distribution and the
use of a greedy divide-and-conquer partitioning approach than the
SAH. BVHs constructed with the SRDH require no clipping and
can be built as fast as with the SAH. The ADSs constructed with
the SRDH result in less ray-triangle intersection tests compared to
NodeSATO, but perform worse due to more ADS node traversal
steps (including ray-AABB intersection tests) on average.

We conclude that local ray termination (heuristically approxi-
mated or ground truth) is not of great practical use in the context
of ADSs. Our results and conclusions are, however, not a plea for
the use of local ray termination, but should rather be considered as
a further analysis and understanding of the SAH.
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Kitchen
|GS|=120 k

Crytek
Sponza
|GS|=262 k

Conference
Room
|GS|=331 k

Bedroom
|GS|=362 k

Carnival
|GS|=450 k

Museum Hall
|GS|=1468 k

Table 3: Our test scenes with their number of (unique) geometric primitives and chosen viewpoints visualized by hashing and rendering the
identifiers of the geometric primitives.

Further research. Considering less geometric primitives during
the ADS construction allows for more precise approximations of
the actual ray distribution, local or global ray termination without
incurring higher build times. Shevtsov et al. [SSK07] for instance
only consider every nth primitive. Instead, we want to investigate
two possible strategies:

1. Geometric primitives can be clustered based on centroid, bounds
and normal information. One representative geometric primitive
is selected or created for each cluster. Next, the ADS is con-
structed for the original geometry, but the cost metric operates
only on the cluster representatives. Depending on the cluster
size, the clusters themselves can be further subdivided to ob-
tain smaller and less populated leaf nodes. This approach gen-
eralizes Bonsai [GBDAM15] which first clusters the geometric
primitives in mini-trees and then constructs an ADS on top of
these mini-trees.

2. Scene geometry (or specific scene objects) can be simplified ef-
ficiently via a voxelization based approach. Next, the ADS is
constructed for the original geometry, but the cost metric oper-
ates only on the simplified geometry. Since we only intend to use
the simplified geometry for constructing the ADS, the simplifi-
cation algorithm can be more aggressive and less conservative
compared to previous work in this area (e.g., [SSLL14]).

Finally, we want to investigate splits in object partitioning schemes
that are not only based on the centroids of the geometric primi-
tives, since the latter constitute only a small subset of all possible
candidate partitions.
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Appendix A: Form Factors

The (patch-to-patch) form factor, Fi→ j, between two surface area
domains, Ai and A j, describes the fraction of energy (i.e. irradiance
in the context of radiosity algorithms or rays in the context of ray
termination) leaving Ai reaching A j:

Fi→ j :=
1
Ai

∫
Ai

∫
A j

V
(
xi,x j

)(x̂ix j ·N̂xi

)(
x̂ jxi·N̂x j

)
πr2

xix j

dAi dA j, (A.1)

where xi and x j belong to the surface area domain, Ai and A j, re-
spectively, V

(
xi,x j

)
is the binary visibility function (i.e. evaluates

to 1 if xi and x j are mutually visible, 0 otherwise), N̂xi and N̂x j

are the surface normals in xi and x j, respectively, and rxix j is the
distance between xi and x j. Due to the visibility component, no
tractable closed form expression can be found handling all geomet-
rical configurations between both surface area domains, Ai and A j.
For the remainder we assume the absence of such geometrical con-
figurations (i.e. V

(
xi,x j

)
≡1).

https://doi.org/10.1007/s00371-018-1575-x
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Kd-tree
Build heuristic Average case Best case Worst case

∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B
SAH (SP) -14.43% 7.84% -0.1% 0.1 6.74% 18.89% 3.6% 0.1 -53.54% -0.72% -13.6% 0.2
SAH Reference Reference Reference
RTSAH SA -6.78% -7.95% -5.2% 162.6 21.18% 9.60% 2.7% 118.6 -37.21% -25.66% -19.5% 248.2
RTSAH APSA 0.45% -1.67% -0.4% 94.1 11.94% 14.19% 5.6% 74.2 -10.02% -12.30% -4.2% 141.8
RTSAH HANPSA2 -3.20% -5.73% -4.0% 107.3 3.60% 13.35% 3.4% 80.6 -15.45% -17.93% -8.7% 166.4
RTSAH WNHANPSA2 -1.57% -5.73% -3.6% 91.4 5.91% 16.04% 4.4% 67.4 -8.98% -36.96% -11.4% 124.3
RTSAH WNWCHANPSA2 -3.08% -6.43% -4.3% 92.3 3.75% 18.17% 1.3% 68.4 -15.87% -47.95% -16.5% 124.6
RTSAH EP -0.36% -5.42% -2.0% 87.2 15.05% 4.06% 5.3% 68.3 -13.97% -22.43% -9.6% 113.1
RTSAH APE 0.22% -3.94% -1.5% 91.9 18.58% 6.65% 2.0% 76.2 -21.26% -18.95% -3.9% 107.8

BIH
Build heuristic Average case Best case Worst case

∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B
SAH (SP) Reference Reference Reference
SAH -0.33% 1.54% 0.5% 2.3 8.22% 18.12% 9.9% 2.0 -7.80% -9.07% -9.0% 2.7
RTSAH SA 3.33% -4.15% -4.7% 369.5 98.42% 12.87% 5.5% 301.5 -40.26% -17.87% -12.8% 413.0
RTSAH APSA 1.09% -6.03% -4.9% 179.9 88.38% 20.95% 8.3% 149.0 -39.33% -44.22% -27.3% 204.0
RTSAH HANPSA2 -2.81% -17.30% -12.4% 183.7 102.95% 5.37% 1.0% 155.5 -47.58% -40.30% -25.3% 200.7
RTSAH WNHANPSA2 -3.55% -18.35% -13.9% 185.0 108.36% 6.37% 1.2% 159.0 -47.05% -48.71% -36.5% 199.3
RTSAH WNWCHANPSA2 -6.18% -17.85% -12.7% 186.0 120.97% 13.23% 7.1% 161.8 -50.67% -60.06% -40.3% 205.6
RTSAH EP -13.54% -8.01% -5.2% 172.9 89.27% 15.88% 10.4% 139.5 -59.89% -43.57% -23.9% 189.7
RTSAH APE -7.80% -9.73% -5.4% 174.8 115.82% 9.74% 9.4% 137.5 -61.54% -44.59% -25.3% 209.1

BVH
Build heuristic Average case Best case Worst case

∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B
SAH (SP) Reference Reference Reference
SAH 0.22% 2.97% 0.8% 10.4 2.10% 24.03% 7.2% 8.5 -3.61% -6.95% -5.6% 11.7
RTSAH APSA 0.75% 1.12% 0.5% 962.4 3.32% 23.29% 8.5% 762.5 -1.48% -11.08% -6.5% 1163.3
RTSAH HANPSA2 0.76% 2.08% -0.7% 999.2 3.24% 27.46% 7.6% 803.0 -1.80% -13.94% -8.0% 1202.1
RTSAH WNHANPSA2 0.52% 1.51% -0.3% 996.1 3.32% 22.04% 5.5% 783.5 -2.19% -14.66% -6.5% 1200.1
RTSAH WNWCHANPSA2 0.38% 0.45% -0.9% 991.1 2.96% 22.01% 4.7% 780.5 -3.07% -12.66% -9.2% 1181.1
RTSAH EP -0.15% 0.46% 0.8% 936.4 12.14% 15.14% 11.0% 715.5 -14.99% -11.28% -5.1% 1171.9
RTSAH APE 0.27% -0.57% 0.6% 931.7 5.34% 13.55% 15.8% 723.5 -7.58% -6.21% -4.7% 1154.1

SBVH
Build heuristic Average case Best case Worst case

∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B ∆Ic ∆Tc ∆R B
SAH Reference Reference Reference
RTSAH APSA -5.67% -5.16% -3.4% 9.7 7.67% 5.34% 2.8% 7.0 -52.64% -23.75% -14.6% 13.2
RTSAH HANPSA2 1.43% -10.10% -5.0% 10.3 35.22% 10.12% -0.7% 6.9 -32.36% -38.05% -9.3% 15.3
RTSAH WNHANPSA2 3.05% -11.01% -5.1% 10.1 38.84% 9.41% -1.9% 7.1 -17.47% -44.67% -10.8% 14.6
RTSAH WNWCHANPSA2 0.53% -2.82% -2.6% 10.0 35.49% 14.59% 1.4% 6.8 -18.87% -17.98% -10.5% 14.8
RTSAH EP -9.74% -11.43% -4.7% 8.3 19.53% 3.23% -0.8% 5.9 -30.35% -32.28% -11.4% 14.1
RTSAH APE 4.59% -9.90% -3.4% 8.9 38.14% 6.58% 4.9% 6.8 -6.69% -24.81% -11.0% 14.3

BVH
Build heuristic Average case Best case Worst case

∆Is ∆Ts ∆R B ∆Is ∆Ts ∆R B ∆Is ∆Ts ∆R B
SAH + NodeSATO Reference Reference Reference
SRDH APSA 11.09% -86.24% -59.4% 1.6 60.54% -72.39% -60.6% 1.5 -21.89% -99.06% -61.5% 1.7
SRDH′ SA 22.36% -71.01% -39.8% 1.3 112.83% -40.33% -41.2% 1.0 -23.65% -96.09% -42.6% 1.5

Table 4: The gains in the number of ray-triangle intersection tests, ∆Ic, and in the number of ADS node traversal steps, ∆Tc, to perform for
primary (camera) rays, the gain in the rendering CPU time, ∆R, and the number of times the build CPU time is increased, B, for kd-trees,
BIHs, (S)BVHs, constructed with a binned RTSAH build versus a sweeping plane SAH build (SAH SP) and binned SAH build (SAH). The gains
in the number of ray-triangle intersection tests, ∆Is, and in the number of ADS node traversal steps, ∆Ts, to perform for shadow (ambient)
rays, the gain in the rendering CPU time, ∆R, and the number of times the build CPU time is increased, B, for BVHs, constructed with a
sweeping plane SRDH build versus a sweeping plane SAH build with NodeSATO. Our SA approximation assumes that all hit probabilities
linearly depend on the surface area sum of the geometry contained in a child voxel (see our supplementary material).

The form factor between two finite, orthogonal rectangles shar-
ing one complete edge with length l, F⊥,1→2, and the form factor
between two finite, parallel and identical rectangles separated by
a distance l, F‖,1→2, can be evaluated via the following tractable
closed form expressions [Hot31]:

F⊥,1→2 =
1

πW

{
W atan

( 1

W

)
+H atan

( 1

H

)
−
√

H2 +W 2 atan

(
1√

H2 +W 2

)

+
1

4
ln

[[
(1+W 2)(1+H2)

1+W 2 +H2

][
W 2(1+W 2 +H2)

(1+W 2)(W 2 +H2)

]W2[
H2(1+W 2 +H2)

(1+H2)(W 2 +H2)

]H2]}
(A.2)

F‖,1→2 =
2

πWH

{
ln

√ (1+W 2)(1+H2)

1+W 2 +H2

−W atan(W )−H atan(H)

+W
√

1+H2 atan

(
W√

1+H2

)
+H

√
1+W 2 atan

(
H√

1+W 2

)}
. (A.3)

Here, w, h and l are defined as shown in Figure 4, and the dimen-
sionless variables are defined as: H :=h/l and W :=w/l.
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